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14   Charles   Lane
New   York,   NY   10014

March   13,    1978

TO   NATIONAL   COMMITTEE   MEMBERS   AND   ORGANIZERS

Dear  Comrades,

Enclosed  is  an  exchange  of  correspondence  about  anti-
nuclear  work  between  myself  and  Comrade  Bob  Kutchko  who  is
active  in  this  work  in  Kansas  City.     Bob  has  agreed  to
making  this  correspondence  available.     Also  included  is  a
copy  of  an  interview  with  Sam  Lovejoy,   one  of  the   founders
of  the  Clamshell  Alliance  about  strategy  for  the  movement.

Comrade ly ,

Doth
J„

enness
SWP  National  Of fice



14   CharlcLis   Lane
New   York,    NY    10014

January   26,1978

Bob  Kutchko
Kansas   City

Dear  Bob,

I  appreciated  receiving  the  antinuclear  materials
you  sent  and  the  report  on  your  activities  in  Kansas
City.     Since  the  word  went  out  that  we  have  scheduled
a  report  on  this  matter  at  the  coming  plenum,  we've
received  several  letters  with  helpful  information  and
suggestions .

I  would  like  to  of fer  some  considerations  about
one  point  you  raise:     That's  the  question  of  civil
disobedience.     As  you  indicate  civil  disobedience  is
being  projected  by  many  in  the  antinuclear  movement
as   a  strategy  for  achieving  the  movement's  goals.  We
of  course,  are  not  in  principle  opposed  to  the  utiliza-
tion  of  civil  disobedience  tactics,  but  we  are  opposed
to  a  strategy  that  makes  civil  disobedience  its  central
fe at ure .

Thus,   in  discussing  what  approach  we  should  take
to  civil  disobedience  in  the  antinuclear  movement,  I
think  it's  important  to  first  start  with  our  view  of
what  strategy  can  most  effectively  help  advance  this
movemen t .

It's  clear  that  the  capitalist  ruling  class  is
deeply  committed  to  the  use  of  nuclear  power,  both
for  weapons  and  for  energy,   and  is  not  going  to  willingly
give  up  this  commitment.    Therefore  the  key  to  an  effec-
tive  strategy  for  the  antinuclear  movement  is  political
power--power  suf ficient  to  force  the  government  to  halt
the  use  of  nuclear  energy.     The  only  safeguard  against
nuclear  radioactivity  or  a  nulear  holocaust  is  for
the  working  class  to  take  the  power  over  nuclear
technology  out  of  the  hands  of  the  capitalist  rulers.
This  means  replacing  capitalist  rule  with  a  workers
government.

To  become  a  political  force  the  antinuclear  move-
ment  must  win  mass   support'and  mobilize  masses   in. action.
It  must  win  broad  support  in  the  working  class.     At
this  stage,  this  means  systematically  organizing  to  get
the  truth  out  to  the  American  people  about  the'hazards
of  nuclear  power  and  to  ef fectively  refute  the  arguments
of  those  who  champion  nuclear  energy.     Concrete  answers
must  be  given  to  the   fake  trade-of fs  the  ruling  class
offers  to .working  people   (e.g.   urging  us  to  accept  the
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relatively   "low  risks"   of  nuclear  energy   cis   a   lesser  evil   to
unemployment   and  the   exhaustion  of  our   fossil   fuels)  .

Part  of  this  propaganda  task  of  antinuclear  activists
is  to  explain  that  the  use  of  nuclear  energy  can  only  be
ended  through  political   action.   We  ought  to  help  strengthen
the  current  in  the  movement  that  seeks  to  place  demands

::n:?e£:i::n=on:ip:::±±±:e;o:::i=n:t:g::::ti:h:aunng-
5ilFTaiding  the  nuclear  industry  and  the  use  of  nuclear
poweri   and  places  the  blame  squarely  on  the  government
for  stubbornly  refusing  to  safeguard  its  citizens,   its
future  citizens,   and  citizens  of  other  countries.     Our
strategy  is  based  on  the  premise  that  national  govern-
mental  action  is  required  to  halt  nuclear  power.

This  propaganda  ef fort  includes  organizing  demon-
strations,  rallies,  teach-ins,  picket  lines,  debates,
referenda,  and  so  forth  to  attract  the  attention  of
potential  supporters,  to  show  the  extent  of  opposition,
and  to  exert  increasing  pressure  on  the  government.     At
a  certain  stage  one  of  the  most  effective  propaganda
actions  is  a  good  old-fashioned  march  on  Washington
which  focuses  attention  on  the  fact  that  a  political
solution  on  a  national  level  is  needed.

No  effective  mass  movement  against  the  capitalist
government  and  its  policies  can  be  built  if  it  relies
on  the  capitalist  parties.    Both  parties  support  nuclear
power  and  cannot  be  counted  on  to  aid  the  struggle.
Rather  than  looking  toward  capitalist  politicians ,
the  antinuclear  struggle  must  look  to  the  tens  of
millions  in  the  labor  movement,   in  the  Black  community,
and  on  the  campuses  who  are  the  potential  supporters
of  a  genuinely  massive  movement.

In  the  party's  propaganda  we  should  also  point  to
the  impact  the  formation  of  an  independent  labor
party  would  have  for  advancing  the  anitnuclear  struggle.
Such  a  development  would  put  labor.s  political  power
behind  this  struggle.

To  win  broader  and  broader  support  the  actions
and  organizations  of  the  antinuclear  movement  should
be  open  to  all  who  agree  with  their  aims,  regardless
of  political  views  or  affiliations.    They  should  attempt
to  unite  the  widest  range  of  forces  possible.

This  can  most  ef fectively  be  acheived  if  these
propaganda  actions  are  legal  and  peaceful.     The  reason
for  this  is  quite  simple.     There  are  far  more  persons
opposed  to  nukes,  who  are  willing  or  could  be  convinced
to  participate  in  peaceful,   legal    actions,  than  there
are  who  are  willing  to  get  arrested  for  violating  the
law.     And  it's  the  numbers   that  will  maximize  the
political  impact  of  the  actions.
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WhiJ.e   occupations   of  nuclear  plants,   especially
Seabrook   last  Spring,   havL`   certainly  L)rought  the   anti-
nuclear  movement   into  the  public  eye,   these   actions
involve  only  a  relatively  small  number  of  committed
activists.     They  are  not  designed  to  draw  really  massive
numbers   into  action.     Thus   as  propaganda  actions   they
are   far  from  being  the  most  effective.     And  the  re~
1ationship  of   forces  between  the  occupants  and  the
capitalist  state  is   far  too  unfavorable  to  give  any
credence  to  the  view  that  the  occupations  have  suf -
ficient  power  to  halt  the  use  of  nuclear  energy.

Some  of  the   leaders   in  the  movement  take  the  polar
opposite  approach  to  the  strategy  I've  just  outlined.
For  example,   in   an   interview  in   the  November   17-23,
1977   Portland  Scribe,   Sam  Lovejoy,   one  of  the   found-
ers  of  the  Clamshell  Alliance  explains,   "If  you  set
up  a  national  organization  what  you  get  is  a  national
orientation.     Pretty  soon,  you  start  tapping  away

from that  local   focus  and  you  start  looking  more  and
more  to  state  capitols   for  demonstrations,  Washington,
D.C.   for  demonstrations--and  you  haven't  stopped  the
nukes.     I  believe  the  only  way  you  stop  the  nuke  is
to  take  the  site,  take  the  nuke.     Stop  the  actual,
physical  machine."     (I.ve  attached  the  full  interview
for  your  information.)

However,  most  of  the  participants  in  these
occupations  are  relatively  new  to  politics  and  are
just  begining  to  radicalize.     They  are  angry  militants,
and   .want  to  do  something  now  to  stop  this  crime.
They  are  learning  through  their  experiences  and  many
are  open  to  our  suggestions  if  presented  positively.

Our  strategic  approach  to  the  antinuclear  movement
is  the  same  as  for  all  other  movements  and  struggles
we  participate  in.    This  is  the  orientation  we  try  to
win  antinuclear  militants  to.     Within  this  framework
we  determine  our  tactics  on  the  basis  of  how  best  they
can  advance  this  perspective.     This  may  mean  that  we
participate  in  actions  which  include  both  a  legal
rally  and  an  illegal  occupation  and  even  in  certain
instances  we  may  decide  to  have  a  comrade  or  two  get
arrested  if  we  think  it  will  help  our  strategic  ob-
jective .

But  we  reject  the  concept  of  those  who  argue  with
you  that,   if  we  don't  advocate  civil  disobedience  or
participate  in  it,  we  are  leaving  the  "dirty  work-to
others  or  that  we  are  less  committed.     We  arrive  at
our  strategic  position  on  the  basis  of  what  is  political-
ly  ef fective  and  the  implementation  of  that  perspective
requires   a  lot  of   "dirty  work"   and  commitment.

(over)
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There   is   olle   point   you  raise  which   I   t-.hink   is  wrong
and  I  think   after  considering  it  more  you  will   agree.
You  seem  to  be   saying  that  we   should  be  more   open   tt>
tactical  participation  in  the  antinuclear  movement  than
other  movements  because   the   scope  of  the  hazards  presented
by  nuclear  energy  justifies   it.     Radioactivity  you  say
is  not  limited  to  one  nation's  borders,   one  race's  skin
color,  eta.

The  essential  point  to  keep  in  mind  here  is  that
ourmethods   for  fighting  the  evils  of  capitalism  and
ultimately  establishing  a  workers  government  is  not
determined  by  the  relative  repugnancy  or  scope  of  the
evil;   but  by  what  decades  of  class  struggle  experience
has  taught  us  works.     Why  would  greater  participation
by  us   in  antinuclear  civil  disobedience  actions  be  more
ef fective  than  participation  in  antiwar  civil  disobedience
actions?

In  addition,   I  don't  think  you  have  a  very  good
case  in  arguing  that  the  scope  of  the  Vietnam  war  was
limited  to  one  nation  or  the  struggle  against  racism
is  limited  to  persons  of  one  race.

Leaving  aside  the  fact  that  the  Vietnam  war  directly
involved  colnbatants  from  several  nations,  this  struggle
was   for  a  period  of  time  the  central  issue  in  world
politics.     It  was  a  major  testing  ground  between  im-
perialism  on  one  hand  and  the  world  revolution  on  the
other.    The  danger  of   increased  escalation  including
nuclear  war  with  China  or  the  USSR  always  hung  like  a
shadow  over  the  war.     The  stakes  were  high  and  they
affected  everybody  in  the  world.     Millions  in  scores
of  countries  recognized  this  and  participated  in  the
international  antiwar  movement.     If  you  haven't  had
a  chance  yet  I  suggest  you  take  a  look  at  the  Education
for  Socialists  bulletin  Revolutionar

htA ainst  the
Strate in  the

Vietnam  War er  Press,

1'he  struggle  against  racism  is  not  only  of  concern
to  the  oppressed  national  minorities,  but  is  a  life-
and-death  matter  for  the  labor  movement  as  a  whole.
Insofar  as  the  labor  movement  equivocates  or  opposes
the  democratic  rights  of  national  minorities  the  work-
ing    class  is  weakened  in  its  fight  against  the  employ-
ers;   and  without  a  correct  position  by  labor  on  this
question  there  will  be  no  Socialist  revolution  in  this
country.

Of  course,  how  we  present  our  ideas   for  building
the  antinuclear  mT6Vement  is  an  important  tactical  matter
Alot  depends  on  how  long  we've  been  established  in  the
group,   the  experiences  of  the  group's  members,  etc.     If
there's  strong  sentiment  for  occupying  nuclear  plants
we  don't  usually  rush  into  a  head-on  confrontation  With
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activists   in  the  conunittec.     Comracles   in   several   cities
have   reported  that  even  where  civil  disobedience   actions
are  planned,   many  activists   are  very  open  to  holding  legal
rallies   at   the  san`e   tin`e.

The  movement  in  this  country  is  only  in   its   infancy
and  we  can  expect  it  to  go  through  all  kinds  of  experiences
and  debates  on  the   road  to  becoming  a  mass  movement.

I  hope  this   response  to  your  letter  is  useful.     I'm
giving  copies  of  my  letter  and  the  sections  of  your  letter
on  civil  disobedience  to  the  Political  Committee  for  their
information.     If  you  wouldn't  mind  I.d  also  like  to  make
this  exchange  available  to  party  organizers  and  National
Committee  members.     I  won't  act  on  this  without  hearing
from  you  first.

Comrade ly ,

Eg!oJ  I
Te-ness
Office



[Excerpts   from  January   i,1978   letter  to  Doug  Jenness
f ron  Bob  Kutchko ]

Civil  disobedience  seems  to  be  the  main  political
question  of  the   anti-nuke  movement.     Even  amongst  the
dif ferent  groups  there  are  widely  varying  views  on  it;
witness  the  fragmentation  of  the  Great  Plains  Energy
Alliance.     Many   KCPEP[Kansas   City     People's   Energy
Project]  people  can  hardly  wait  to  occupy  Wolf  Creek;
fortunately  they  so  far  listen  to  reason  on  the  grounds
that  more  popular  support  is  needed  to  give  a  chance  of
success.     Sometimes   individuals  seem  to  sport  a  suicidal
desire  to  be  locked  away  in  jail  after  being  dragged
from  an  occupied  site!     To  them  the  anti-nuke  movement
is  a  way  of  getting  back  at  the  establishment.

The  impetus   is   such  that  the  S.W.P.   will  have  to
expect  civil  disobedience  as  a  trademark  of  the  early
United  States  anti-nuke  movement.     As  the  really  serious
opponents  of  nuclear  power  learn  from  experience  that
their  tactics  present  many  problems   (eg. ,   frame-ups,
provocation,  possible  adverse  public  opinion,  detention
of  seasoned  leaders,   etc.)     we  can  look   for  a  more
sensible  attitude  than  seems  to  presently  permeate  the
movement.      The  S.W.P.   must  in  the  meantime   decide  on  its
initial  tactical  recommendations  when  civil  disobedience
actions  are  being  discussed.     Care  must  be  taken  to
explain  the  implications  for  the  movement  if  these  actions
are  decided  upon,  but  without  leaving  the  impression  that
we  would  be  holding  back  the  movement.     And  if  civil
disobedience  is  decided  upon  in  spite  of  our  recommenda-
tions,   as  they  most  assuredly  will  be,  then  we  must
decide  how  to  participate  in  these  actions.

I  can  honestly  say  I  sympathize  with  anti-nuke
feelings.     The  widespread  and  rampantutilization  of
this  dangerous  technology  present  a  safety  h'azard  to
both  current  and  future  generations`.     World  cancer
rates  have  been  increasing  according  to  recent  sta-
tistical  studies;   accounts  of  soldiers  who  witnessed
atomic  blasts  being  affected  by  radiation-induced
disease;   all  this  evidence  continues  to  point  to  a
stronger  case  against  any  radiation-producing  source,
whether  it  be  weapons  or  nuclear  power  plants,  with
their  accompanying  fuel  cycles.     The  anti-nuclear  power
movement  can  be  said  to  be  an  act  of  self-defense;   for
the  first  time  in  history  a  movement  of  worldwide  nature
consists  of  members  not  merely  struggling  for  the  rights
of  others,  but  for  their  own  very  existence  and  the
existence  of  their  descendants.

So  whereas  a  racist  can  ignore  a  Black  man's  call
for  equality,   few  rational  people  can  ignore  a  threat
to  their  very  lives;   such  is  the  character  of  the  anti-
nuclear  power  movement.     As  its  evidence  and  accusations
are  made  more  and  more  public,   mass  opinion  will  be
swayed  in  the  movements  direction.     Strong  arguments
must  be  made  to  these  people  to  prevent  acts  of  civil
disobedience;   it  is   too  easy  for  them  to  act  to,stop
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this  threat  to  their  lives  without  fully  thinking  the
situation  through.     Due  to  the  nature  of  the  anti-nuke
movement  much   jumping-the-gun   attitudes  will  be  expressed.
The  danger  of  radioactivity  makes   this  movement  one  of
self-defense

If  acts  of  civil  disobedience  are  decided  upon  in
the  movement  as   a  standard  tactic,   and  non-violent  in
nature  with  appropriate  training,   I  believe  that  the
S.W.P.     must  participate  at   least  with  token  numbers
in  occupations  as   long  as  the  total  number  of  occupiers
is   Seabrook   1976   in   size  or  greater.     In  Kansas   City   I
am  aware  of  feelings  by  certain  individuals   criticizing
the  S.W.P.   for  not  participating  in  Seabrook  on  the
groiLnds  that  we  leave  the  dirty  work  to  others.     If  the
early  character  of  the  movement  is  non-violent  civil
disobedience  in  this  peculiar,   unique  movement  of
self-defense,  we  can't  take  the  risk  of  ignoring  these
tactics,  but  must  join  in  with  at  least  token  representa-
tion,   to  avoid  "missing  the  boat."

Furthermore,  we  must   look   ahead  to  the  time  when  a
large-scale   nuclear  accident  occurs  which  harms   innocent
persons  in  the  vicinity.     Such  an  accident  will  irmediately
trigger  widespread  national  actions  and  probably  civil
disobedience.     The  S.W.P.   must  have   texts   for  this  occasion
prepared  so  that  no  time  is   lost  in  issuing  statements
and  assisting  in  demonstrations.     Such  an  incident  could
happen  tomorrow.     And  even  if  it  never  does,   radiation
levels  will  rise  and  increase  disease  rates.     Anti-nuclear
activists  have  nothing  to  lose;  we  can't  overvalue  our
organizatic.jn's-security  by  staying  aloof  from  civil
disobedience,   regardless  of  past  experience  with  move-
ments   such  as  Vietnam.     As   a  recent  S.W.P.   enlistee   I
readily  see  differences  between  the  nuke  movement  and
these  past  movements  which  give  it  a  character    that
justifies  utilization  of  tactics  we  wouldn't  ordinarily
employ.     I   find  that  older  comrades  too  readily  try  and
compare  the  anti-nuke  movement  with  the  anti-war  move-
ment  without  seeing  the  big  difference:     radioactivity
is  not  limited  to  one  nation's  borders,  or  one  race's
skin  color,     It  damages  ±±±  human  beings,   causes  genetic
mutations,   and  harms  the  enviornment;only  intense  action
can  avert  this  radical  departure  from  normal  biological
evolution .
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thrifyasdrb;iccdnctri#captochthp®r,°]gr£££¥h:°
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acizurc of this aitc than they might on a```n€h t-wat€r reactor."

\| feel the tar,tic o£ Qccurfetion i. ba.cd

.,'.

ic:#f#qu¥l=ut¥El##i:i::
lone ,,' ,.,.

A:  Cbtrith,

ffifa:EL.infpe
prgivdTE.quraptly

rL:~ffiffiifeN±:pF¥T£
-¢oFo|effdectin.irFpe#tL¥oqfueth.;i:nti.
nuclc?I movement .in \thi. country bccom-
in8 a ti.tiogiv rictwor*?

A:,  It ii a ritiouql rictvork. okay, I

#6:#€#T:::=*8Oi=l:.
znent pointed, at nuchar plants in a
unique iort Qf way. 'ITyin8 to apin-off
roric of the thjngi that wc made miitake.
on in tbc anti-war movement in particular.
I fight the idea of the anti-nuclcaJ' move-
mcnt becoming a national organi2atiori.
I iupport the idea of nctworking. com-
munication coordination, but not a na-
tiond movement.

The r€aeon b¢in8 that, a. I Said bcforc.
I think local pcoplc arc the only pcoplc

#hfucanth::Pinn£C#frhoiL:t:Cpa]t]Xa:ubf
"a



cause, you'rc going to have ali awful hardi
tine having local cops popping local pco- 1
plc. I think that if people-from Ohio
come to Oregon and occupy the Trojan
puke; if I were a Trojan official I would
ray, "Lct'8 hang out for a couple of days
and wait for the people from Ohio to
lcayc. find then lct'8 bust the rest." If
it'8 all local pcoplc mobilized, then I
think you've got a better chance of stop-
ping it.

n addition, when this fight i8 g¥cr,
) which obviously- if you jump into it, you
hope to have all cnd, I h`opc that a grass-
root. community-oricnt¢d political or-]   fuzipg project will rcmrfu.

\ If you set up a national organization,
wba(t you get is a national orientation.
Pretty Soon, you Start tapping away from
that local foctis and you start looking•=o#tr¥iomp::cwt:if:;o='pE:ci:::g::

mo"tration8-and you havcn't stopped

Fgp_:¥!olp#!¥v:c£TEec?!?::+:¥¥:-:
I think wc arc in a unique position

j here for, nunbcr one, I think wc have a

}#t;co?{8ffiin£F£#£keriio:nfi#-
that 'hationally-oriented" mistake. But

violent across the boardi, but whsn it
comes to nuclear povicr, I don't pee any' adviLntagc in being violent.

!ae€co"cn8us_a.e_ai8ion,mthg,wLich

.#c¥dcalc[£j=Lg::#upc=p:tcrtcoa&o:tic:,n.•   inSur/then you don't mov® forward. I

think that tolcritiop of local groupi and
local diffcrcncc8 3r€ really what maha
thiamovcmcnt~rfuTauTiuliinddoc8+riqt8uf.
fgr the mistake of .When the war i& oycr,

:W°huc:a£Ccnn°ukmc°:eo::¥\Ztajte!°o:c¥,ftri:pe.
':¥yt:tfh¥:a:8riTin:Cffi#arhaov::Cccnnvi..*

F¥Cgrr¥P{¥aL£#¥+H*¥boc?rfu1

Q:   You speak a lot about being local.
Just how local do you mean? The reason I
asked about the up8tatc. New York group,
UPSET, it was bccausc, coming from the
cast coast, I know the importance of the
distinction.  [Upstate New York has
among all its rural areas and five major
cities, a population barely equal to New
York Gty] . Here, the nuke movcmcnt
has ccntcred itself 8o far in the "big cit-
ics" of Oregon. While in Columbia Coon-
ty, whcrc Trojan is located, thcrc is a lot
of local pride gcneratcd around the phnt.

) Columbia County rc.8entr .Portland.
`~ --A:  -Sc'abr-oTarTc.8cntl` Bolton, let mc

tell you. But Boston ii not P±e!49E±±±£±
in -Clam8iiJl| at all: The. idea of local con-
trot and the idea that wc have 40.50 Small
localized groups in the Clanchcu is rcauy
where the Clamchcll i8 at. Lit€rally. cvcry
group if equal. Just because Bolton hal
more pcoplc, that has utterly nothing to
do with decision-making or with their bc-
ing able to pervert by chccr population   `;
decision-making in any way, cha,pc 'qr     -i
j9Lrm.----

As a lriattcr of fac., I think one of t¢€
major rca.o" why the Tcgional allianc€.
are working today if bccauic local P€opl€.
around the nuke it8clf have, c8ientially i
"black-ball" right. No one can come into

_the €cacgap_t apca of New Hanpehrc .apd
I ycrou thy tot

orlay-evffl if it,, ,39
cad sede6ait gr?P_P~' itrHdl
them camot ten the'i€acoa4t tbet 'Thif

Ltoh;.t=at]r#';:n¥ti::a,°nae;tb::¢yBpd':€8,
So that'S whcr`e the, blackba» occurs.

I'd b€ rc.allyji]eter®8ted in !ceing what

#dA:i:rt#knga¥{¥.Ct°#r##£inqu-
County pcopl¢ who have to arty '`1 think
wc can move now" or "I think i¢.I a mi..
take to move now" or "Thif ii the itr.I.
civ we mu.t take." I think the rctional
groups have to dcfcr to that decasoa.
Unlcsa, through a trcmcndovy amount of

3a;Ctut#:°yniat::¥oajtpa°tph':#Ca::a.¥:.d
gy. But I think that it'. totquy. up to the
local pcoplc.

And let mc tell you, that docan`t mean
that Boston doean't get cxcitcd rome-
times when the local 8c?coo,st people .ay
"You're crazy." But on the other hand,
that dofcrcncc to local control is the rna-
jor factor that's made the thing work.

Q:  The question is, what is local?,Bc-
cause Portland is 40 milca downStrcam
from Trojan.

th?;ow#i!jy:i.:t:i:p;;oL:li3,::ci::Via
County. They .cc the a]it[-nuclear move-
mcnt a® outeider&.

tiQqu'^nd gre-chreated abourthc facts
Of duelcar- po`Arp. Py definition. if you

#nty¥ri?:ha&v:#i##Lifrfuc?tL:#t

i=

(         Thcscabrooknuclcarplantisiu.`i     .   `

\:r;:#rcogjFv£:tgc:°angsat;rnu8Ctt:::;:::,::rwII
plant. They don't want it in the town.

I        Yc8, Boston i8 included in the cvacua-
tion zone of the Scabrook nuke. On the
other hand, it i8 the local pcoplc who
arc organizing against it and who spurred
on the movcmcnt. Since it is only being

li;Tn~;tructcd, I think it is more of a 8ca-
coast reality.

I think Trojan is diffcrcnt and unique
bccau3c Trojan i8 operating. The julcc is
going all over Oregon, if not farther. Al-
3o, the reality of evacuation danger is

;X:cot:#y;¥cyalha¥£:I+;£::::;6vCc:hcthing
When I coy that, in other words, I am

`  ' raking an algumcnt that pcoplc bavc
more ®f a itatc right. People can come

;r::;:i!o?i:iffrg:i:::::iccicf;!ftcf--
more qud¢r the gun, than at ? nan-rarcd-

E:v:tfft#O£::O#O?rdedil]s:itiuub::.
EL::,ththa:g;yob#[:fco£{:m¥hb£#t¥_ac.

• I'm not 8dying that you need 8on!ic big

b¥t;f¥-=8E#nfa#t¥ira#v°c:::t¥d?:y°;'h=ey
door-toilQqr cducation ca that thol¢ pco-

`i  plc xp notconfliaed about your intcn-

¥+c=ife#!
'of \Pgrgiv rirei up in

arm.~tELich veitry bic i wondrful thing-

|¥;g|xp£:a'##oarT::o¥¥oT!Tit:y
eel.the rf'9fi for your elm demi3c.
(qrqu`edne?tpec*)

A:   Exactly. Thcy'rc getting tons of
jobs. Tons of tax brcak8. Suddenly there
is a certain economic boom, cvcn if it
wasn't what they wcrc cxpccting. That is
a very real problem. And I 8cc a couple of
unique situation. here that do tiot cxiat in
Scabrook.
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